naturaSign
Pad Mobile
The Perfect Signature Pad
for Use On the Go
Compact and portable signature pad
without compromising features
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Robust for

In-Field Use
naturaSign Pad Mobile fills the trend for ever-larger displays to
enable easy handling. The robust yet small signature pad is designed for mobile usage, perfect to be carried around.
Its large black and white screen, super slim design (0.95 cm thick)
and curved edges give the pad an attractive design without missing functionality for an optimal user experience.
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The Ideal

Signature Pad

for Countless Uses

Many Features in a Small Package

Ergonomic Design for an Easy Experience

The pad’s large black and white high-resolution screen offers plen-

Its ergonomic design with a flat touch case and no sharp edges of-

feature, there is no need to move the pad physically. This feature

for carrying in a bag whilst on the move, being an ideal tool for in the

ty of space for all types of handwriting. Thanks to the 180º “rotate”

provides a helpful user experience for left-handed or avoids the
content being seen for unauthorised users.

natureSign pad has options for customization, allowing the positioning of interactive buttons, your company logo or personalized text
on the large, high-resolution screen.

fers a comfortable position for signing. At 0,95 cm thick it is suitable
field jobs.

The side of the device is shaped to create protection for the USB port

especially against lateral pressure applied to the cable when manipulating the pad.
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Compact Size with

Guaranteed Security
Minimum Space with the Highest Security
Every Euronovate Group’s signature pad is provided with a unique
certificate for the digital signing process (up to 4096-bit RSA). The
internal signature creation unit signs the document securely. The
document is assigned to a specific signature pad with this certifi-

cate. In addition, naturaSign Pad Mobile contains a public key of a
second key pair generated by a public notary. This key encrypts the
biometric data of the signature in the signature pad.

Probatory Value
Euronovate Group’s signature guarantees users the highest pro-

batory value in case of trial, as users themselves will not be able to
manipulate the signature solution in any way.

Also is suitable for developing a system for simple and advanced
electronic signatures according to eIDAS.
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Benefits

Technical Features
General Specifications
X
X
X
X

Large high-definition screen with
adaptable 180º rotation feature

Ergonomic design for a user
experience similar to signing
on paper

Dimensions: 16.3 cm x 13.1 cm x 0.95 cm
Weight: 162 g

Communication interface: USB 2.0 and/or 1.1. HID (no driver required)
Supported Operating Systems: Windows10, Windows 7, Windows 8,

Mac OS 10.9 and 10.10 with VMware Fusion or webSignatureOffice. For
Linux or thin client systems please contact our consulting team.
X

Guarantee: 2 years

Screen
X
X

Suitable to take on the go
due to its reduced size

Probatory value in case of trial

Screen size: 9.5 cm x 5.3 cm

Resolution: 320 x 181 pixels (native 320 x160 pixels)

Signature Specifications
X
X

Pressure levels: 512 pressure levels

Recording Speed: 500 4D-Coordinates per second (X, Y, Pressure and
Time)

X
X
X

Internal sampling time: over 7000 captures/second

Resolution: captured X and Y coordinates - X=2400, y=2900 lpi
Pen: No need for a special pen

Hardware and Software Security
Highest security for designated
documents through 4096-bit RSA
encryption

Signature pad is suitable for
developing a system for simple
and advanced electronic signatures according to eIDAS

X
X

Signature capturing device: Up to RSA 4096 Bit

Encryption: Pad-internal encryption of the biometric data
with notarized

X

Public-Key: Up to RSA 4096 Bit
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